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Abstract—Identity-based attacks (IBAs) are one of the most

serious threats to wireless networks. Recently, received signal

strength (RSS) based detection mechanisms were proposed to

detect IBAs in static networks. Although mobility is an inherent

property of wireless networks, limited work has addressed

IBA detection in mobile scenarios. In this paper, we propose

a novel RSS based technique, Reciprocal Channel Variation-

based Identification (RCVI), to detect IBAs in mobile wireless

networks. RCVI takes advantage of the location decorrelation

and reciprocity of the wireless fading channel to decide if all

packets come from a single sender or more. If the packets are only

coming from the genuine sender, the RSS variations reported by

the sender should be correlated with the receiver’s observations.

Otherwise, the correlation should be degraded, then an attack can

be flagged. We evaluate RCVI through theoretical analysis, and

validate it through experiments using off-the-shelf 802.11 devices

under different attacking patterns in real indoor and outdoor

mobile scenarios. We show that RCVI can detect IBAs with a

high probability even when the attacker is half meter away from

the genuine user.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are susceptible to various types of attacks

due to the “open air” nature of the wireless medium. Identity-

based attacks (IBAs) are one of the most serious threats

to wireless networks, and they are easy to launch [1]. For

instance, in IEEE 802.11 networks, an attacker can sniff the

traffic in the network and get to know the MAC addresses of

the legitimate users, and then masquerade as a legitimate user

by modifying its own MAC address simply using an “ifconfig”

command. IBAs are considered to be an important first step

in an intruder’s attempt to launch a variety of other attacks

on 802.11 networks, such as session hijacking, man-in-the-

middle, data modification, and authentication-based denial of

service.

Some IBAs, such as deauthentication/disassociation attacks,

are feasible mainly due to the fact that management and

control frames are not protected in 802.11 networks even

with cryptography-based security techniques, such as Wired

Equivalent Privacy (WEP), WiFi Protected Access (WPA), or

802.11i (WPA2). Although IEEE 802.11w adds protection to

the management frames, it fails to protect against DoS attacks

that are equivalent to the deauthentication and disassociation

attacks [2]. Furthermore, even with cryptographic mechanisms,

the authentication key can still be compromised. If the key is

broken, the cryptography-based mechanism will fail and IBAs

are still possible.

Under the above circumstances, there is an increasing

interest in using the physical-layer information or characteris-

tics to detect IBAs in wireless networks [3]–[11]. Received

signal strength (RSS) information has been used for IBA

detection due to its location distinction property. RSS profiles

are location specific and can be used to flag IBAs in static

environments. Although these schemes work well in a static

network, they tend to raise excessive false alarms in a mobile

environment where the RSS profiles change over time due to

node mobility. Although mobility is an inherent property of

wireless networks, little work has addressed IBAs in mobile

scenarios.

In this work, we propose a novel Reciprocal Channel

Variation-based Identification (RCVI) technique to detect IBAs

in mobile wireless networks. Our technique can work even

when the attacker is very close to the genuine node and

the attacking packets are arbitrarily interleaved with the gen-

uine packets. In RCVI, we assume the sender and receiver

can record the RSS information of the bidirectional frames

(such as DATA-ACK) with short time interval. Based on

the reciprocity of the wireless channel [12], the sender and

receiver should observe similar temporal RSS variations. Since

the RSS variation is mainly caused by channel fading, it is

random and unpredictable. Moreover, based on the location

decorrelation property of the wireless channel, an attacker

cannot observe the same channel variation (which induces the

RSS variation) as the sender-receiver channel if it is located

several wavelengths away [12]. Therefore, the RSS variation

is a shared secret between the sender and receiver.

In RCVI, the receiver asks the sender (associated with an

identity) to report the RSS records during their past commu-

nication. When there is no IBA, the reported RSS variation

should be correlated with the receiver’s observation. In case

there is an IBA, the RSS records observed by a victim node

should be a mixture of the RSS induced by the genuine user

and the attacker. Since the attacker cannot figure out the RSS

variations observed by the genuine user, its reported records

should be less correlated with the victim node’s, and the attack

can be detected.

RCVI can make use of the readily available RSS measure-

ment of DATA and ACK frames, so it can be implemented

in the current 802.11 systems with minimal overhead. We

evaluate RCVI through theoretical analysis, and validate it

through experiments using off-the-shelf 802.11 devices under

different attacking patterns in real indoor and outdoor mobile
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scenarios. RCVI achieves desirable detection performance in

the tested scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first work on using reciprocal temporal RSS variations for

detecting IBAs in mobile wireless networks. Our technique

can be generally applied to any wireless networks, as long

as there are bi-directional frames exchanged between the

communication parties within time interval shorter than the

channel coherence time.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a new technique (RCVI) to detect IBAs in

mobile wireless networks.

• We conduct theoretical analysis on RCVI, and identify

its applicability.

• We evaluate RCVI through extensive experiments using

off-the-shelf 802.11 devices under different attacking

patterns in real indoor and outdoor mobile scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we discuss the related work. Section III introduces the system

model and attack model. We propose RCVI in Section IV, and

provide theoretical analysis in Section V. Section VI covers

the experimental methodology. In Section VII, we analyze the

experimental results. Related issues about RCVI are discussed

in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

There is an increasing interest in exploiting physical layer

characteristics for detecting IBAs in wireless networks [4],

[6], [8], [10], [11], [13]–[15]. The existing non-cryptographic

IBA detection mechanisms can be classified into three

categories: software-based, hardware/transceiver-based, and

channel/location-based fingerprinting.

Software-based fingerprinting techniques are essentially

based on the unique characteristics and style of the software

programs or protocols running on the devices. Frame sequence

numbers can also be used to detect presence of multiple 802.11

devices using the same MAC address [16]. The traffic patterns

(such as packet sizes and destination addresses) of the wireless

users have been exploited to identify different users [17]. The

disadvantage of software based fingerprint is that it cannot

distinguish between different physical devices running the

same software.

Hardware/Transceiver-based fingerprinting is a technique

to identify individual devices based on the properties of

the radios. It can be classified into two categories: signal

transient-based identification [18] and modulation domain-

based identification [10]. Although this technique shows its

effectiveness on identifying different 802.11 NICs, it is vul-

nerable to impersonation and replay attacks when attackers use

software-defined radios (SDR) or high-end arbitrary waveform

generators that can mimic the signal signatures [19].

Since the RSS information is readily available in the current

wireless device driver, it has been widely used to detect

IBAs [4], [8], [11], [20]. Most of the work in this category

assumes the users are static. In a mobile scenario, the RSS

profiles change over time, and these schemes will generate

excessive false alarms. Limited work has considered the mo-

bile scenarios.

The most related work to ours is the DEMOTE system [21].

DEMOTE partitions the RSS trace of a node identity into

two classes, and detect the IBA when the two classes have

low correlation. However, DEMOTE cannot work when the

attacker is close to the genuine node or when the attacking

frames come after or before the genuine ones. With regularly

interleaved attacking and genuine frames, DEMOTE needs

about 150 seconds (or 1500 frames) to detect the IBA with

desirable performance. Our RCVI can work well even when

the attacker is shadowing the genuine node and the attacking

frames are arbitrarily interleaved with the genuine frames.

RCVI is different from all the existing RSS-based IBA de-

tection schemes as it exploits RSS variations natually induced

by mobility and the reciprocity of the wireless fading channel.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an 802.11-based wireless network and intro-

duce three different parties: a genuine node, a victim, and an

attacker. Any of these three parties can be mobile.

We assume there is bidirectional communication between

the genuine node and victim which allows them to probe the

bidirectional channel characteristics (i.e. RSS) in a synchro-

nized way. In an 802.11 system, this bidirectional channel

probing is naturally provided by the DATA-ACK pair even

when there is unidirectional data traffic from the genuine node

to the victim. All the three parties are assumed to have only

one antenna. We will discuss how to extend RCVI to multiple

antenna systems in Section VIII.

Without loss of generality, we assume in a communication

period, the victim node received M data frames from the same

MAC address. For each frame, the victim node records its

RSS. Assume the victim node sends back a pairing frame

(e.g. ACK) with a short time interval after receiving each data

frame. The M frames might be all sent from a genuine node,

or some of them are sent from an attacker. When a genuine

node receives a pairing frame, it records the RSS value. We

assume the pairing frames are reliable. Our scheme can be

easily extended to the case of unreliable pairing frames, which

will be discussed in Section VIII.

A. Attack Model

We assume a powerful attacker who can masquerade the

genuine node by modifying its identity into the genuine

one’s. The attacker can manipulate arbitrary field of the

frames, such as the source and destination IP/MAC addresses,

BSSID, sequence number, frame check, and so on. It may

even compromise the authentication key after sniffing the

communication between the genuine node and victim nodes.

That is, the victim node may not be able to use cryptography

to prevent/detect IBAs. The attacker may also change the

transmission power and modulation rate of each transmitted

frame. It can shadow the genuine node. The attacker can

overhear all the communication between genuine and victim

node. When the attacker overhears a pairing frame, it records

the RSS. It also records the RSS of the pairing frame destined

to itself when it launches the IBA. The attacker can launch
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Fig. 1. IBA attack model. “After”/“Before” means the attacker’s frames arrive

after/before the genuine one’s. “Interleaved” means the attacker’s frames are

interleaved with the genuine ones.

the IBA at any time during the communication between the

genuine and victim node. Therefore, the RSS traces of the

genuine node and attacker can be mixed in any pattern in

time.

Fig. 1 shows the roles in the IBA attack and an example

of the attacking patterns. The packet interval can be constant

or time varying. The attacking patterns are shown in Fig. 1

which will be referred as “After”, “Before” and “Interleaved”

in the rest of the paper.

IV. RCVI DESIGN

In RCVI, the victim node sends a verification request to the

sender for the M RSS records of the pairing frames during

their past communication. If there is no attack, the genuine

node sends back the M RSS of the pairing frames. If there is

an attack, we consider the worst case scenario that only the

attacker responds. It is possible that the genuine nodes are still

in the network, and may also respond, which will give more

advantage for the victim to detect the attacks.

When the attacker responds, we assume it can always make

the list length as M by combining the RSS of the pairing

frames transmitted to itself and the genuine node.

After receiving the RSS of the M pairing frames, denoted as

Sp = [S(t′1), ..., S(t′M )], the victim node constructs K pairs

of variation lists using Sp and its own RSS records Sd =
[S(t1), ..., S(tM )]. We assume Sp and Sd are sorted by time

and aligned. For each pair of the constructed lists, the victim

node computes the sample correlation coefficient of the two

lists. It then gets the mean of these correlation coefficients. If

the mean is larger than some threshold, it assumes no attack.

Otherwise, it raises an alarm. The flow of RCVI is summarized

in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 RCVI flow

Input: Sd = [S(t1), ..., S(tM )], Sp = [S(t
′

1), ..., S(t
′

M )]
Construct K pairs of variation lists (∆Spk

, ∆Sdk
) (1 ≤ k ≤ K)

Compute sample correlation coefficient ρ̂k of each pair of the lists,

ρ̂ =
PK

k=1
ρ̂k

K

if ρ̂ ≤ ρth then

“attack”

else

“no attack”

end if

The intuition behind RCVI is that if there is no attack, the

RSS variations of the genuine node and the victim node should

be highly correlated according to the reciprocity. While if there

is an IBA, the correlation should be degraded, because the

reported RSS record of the pairing frames is a mixture of

the “right” and “wrong” RSS. The “right” RSS stands for the

RSS of the pairing frames destined to the attacker, while the

“wrong” RSS stands for the ones of the pairing frames destined

to the genuine node but overheard by the attacker.

Next, we will discuss the method of constructing the RSS

variation lists, and the reason we construct multiple of them.

A. Constructing RSS variation lists

Given two RSS measurement S(ts) and S(te), we define

the temporal RSS variation as:

∆S(ts, te) = S(ts) − S(te) (1)

We call ts and te as the start time and end time for this

variation.

An RSS variation list is a sequence of RSS variations:

[∆S(ts1
, te1

), . . . , ∆S(tsL
, teL

)]
where L is the list length.

Given RSS records Sp and Sd, Algorithm 2 constructs K
RSS variation lists with maximum length N . It runs K rounds.

In the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ K) round, we first select the kth frame

as the start frame. Then we try to find the end frame which

is lagged within an interval [tl, tu], called the lag interval. If

we find such a frame (with end time tj), we compute the first

RSS variations (∆Sd(ti, tj) and ∆Sp(t
′
i, t

′
j)) and append them

into ∆Sdk
and ∆Spk

, respectively. We then search for the next

variation with start time lagging the end time of the previous

variation by an interval of at least tg , called guard interval.

We try to find the following RSS variations in the same way,

until we run out of the list or reach the maximum list length

N .

Algorithm 2 RSS variation lists construction

Input: Sd = [S(t1), ..., S(tM )], Sp = [S(t′1), ..., S(t′M )], K, N ,

tl, tu, tg

Output: (∆Spk
, ∆Sdk

) (1 ≤ k ≤ K)

for k = 1 to K do

∆Spk
=∆Sdk

=∅, n = 0, tpre = −∞, i = k;
while i < M do

for j = i + 1 to M do

if tl ≤ tj − ti ≤ tu && ti − tpre ≥ tg then

append ∆Sd(ti, tj) to ∆Sdk
, ∆Sp(t

′

i, t
′

j) to ∆Spk
;

n + +, tpre = tj , i = j + 1;
break;

end if

end for

if n == N then

break;

end if

end while

end for

B. Parameter selection

The selection of the lag interval [tl, tu] in Algorithm 2

should follow two principles. 1) tl should be larger than the

channel coherence time to ensure the variation is unpredictable

and contains reasonable entropy. 2) tu should not be too large,

otherwise, the large scale path loss may dominate the variation,

which may cause the variation to be predictable if the mobility
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pattern of the genuine or victim node is observable by the

attacker.

The guard interval (tg) is used to guarantee the indepen-

dence among the variations in the list, hence it should be larger

than the channel coherence time.

The list length N should be long enough to achieve a good

estimation of the correlation coefficient. The K should not

be too small. We will show in Section VII that N > 50 and

K > 5 are good choices in practice.

C. Why using RSS variation lists

If the attacker is close to the genuine node, the RSS of

the overheard pairing frames would be quantitatively close to

that of the data frames received by the victim node, which

will hammer the detection rate. Using RSS variation lists to

compute the correlation coefficient instead of using the original

RSS, we can get away with this.

D. Why constructing multiple variation lists

The purpose of constructing multiple variation lists is to

improve the robustness of the detection. It has twofold: 1)

smoothing out a “good luck” variation list when there is an

attack, and 2) smoothing out a “bad luck” variation list when

there is no attack. When the attacking pattern is “Interleaved”,

the frames used to compute the RSS variations may be those

frames spoofed by the attacker. Under this situation, the victim

node is likely to observe a high correlation if the reciprocity of

the attacker-victim channel holds well, which makes it hard to

detect the attack. However, if we choose different start time to

construct multiple lists, we may rule out this situation in some

lists. The average of the correlation coefficients are likely to be

low, and the attack can be detected. When there is no attack, it

could also happen that in one pair of lists, some variations are

not correlated well and the computed correlation coefficient

could be low. Using the average of the correlation coefficients

for detection, we can compensate this “bad luck” case.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

RCVI is based on the channel reciprocity and temporal

variation. In this section, we theoretically analyze how these

factors affect the performance of RCVI under the worst case

scenario, when the attacker shadows the genuine node. For

illustration purpose, we give the following definitions:

• forward genuine channel (g → v): channel from the

genuine to the victim node

• attacking channel (a → v): channel from the attacker to

the victim node

• eavesdropping channel (v → a): channel from the victim

node to the attacker

A. RCVI as a Hypothesis Test

The performance of a detection scheme is usually evaluated

by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The

ROC curve plots the false alarm rate α against detection rate

β. The false alarm rate is the probability of assuming an

attack but there is actually no attack. The detection rate is the

probability of detecting the attack when the attack happens.

Our goal is to achieve high detection rate with low false alarm

rate.

RCVI can be modeled as a hypothesis test:
H0 : No attack

H1 : There is an IBA
where H0 and H1 is the null and alternative hypothesis,

respectively.

According to Algorithm 1, we have

α = Pr(ρ̂ ≤ ρth|H0) =

∫

ρ̂≤ρth

f0(ρ̂)dρ̂ (2)

β = Pr(ρ̂ ≤ ρth|H1) =

∫

ρ̂≤ρth

f1(ρ̂)dρ̂ (3)

where f0 and f1 are the pdf of the mean of the sample

correlation coefficient under attack and no attack, respectively.

These two pdfs are hard to obtain due to the unavailability

of the close-form expression for distribution of the mean of

sample correlation coefficients. Even under Gaussian assump-

tion, there is no close form solution for the sample correlation

coefficient given the population correlation coefficient [22].

Next, we will derive the population correlation coefficient

under attack and no attack. Then we will numerically analyze

the performance of RCVI.

B. RSS Variation Correlation under No Attack

1) RSS variation at victim node: According to the empirical

measurement, the RSS follows a log normal shadowing fading

model [12]. Suppose at time t, the victim node receives a

data frame sent from the genuine node, and the genuine node

receives a pairing frame at time t′. The RSS of the data frame

can be expressed as:

Sgv(t) = Sg − Lgv(d0) − 10αgv log
(dgv(t)

d0

)

+Xgv(t) (4)

where Sg is genuine node’s transmission power in dBm, dgv(t)
is the distance between the genuine node and the victim node

at time t, αgv is the path loss exponent, d0 is a close-in

reference distance, L(d0) is the path loss at a distance d0,

and Xgv(t) is a stationary Gaussian random process of zero

mean and standard deviation σX .

Assume the distance between the two nodes is unchanged

during [ts, te] when we construct the variation ∆Sgv(ts, te).
According to Eq. (4), we have

∆Sgv(ts, te) ≈ Xgv(ts) − Xgv(te) (5)

This is a reasonable assumption when te − ts is small (e.g.

tens of milliseconds). We validate it in Section VII that setting

this interval as 60ms in an indoor walking scenario is enough

to make S(ts) and S(te) uncorrelated. Therefore, we can

consider Xgv(ts) and Xgv(te) as i.i.d. Gaussian. ∆Sgv(ts, te)
should follow N (0, 2σ2

X).
In practice, there will always be unavoidable measurement

errors of the RSS. The errors may be caused by interference,

ambient noise, or device impairment. We model the measured

Sgv(t) with errors as

S̃gv(t) = Sgv(t) + nv(t) (6)

where nv(t) is the measurement error on the victim node

following N (0, σ2
v).
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Therefore, the measured RSS variation becomes

∆S̃gv(ts, te) = ∆Sgv(ts, te) + ∆nv (7)

where ∆nv = nv(ts) − nv(te). Under the assumption of the

independence between the measurement errors, ∆nv should

follow N (0, 2σ2
v).

2) RSS variation at genuine node: Similarly, the RSS

variation of the corresponding pairing frames received by the

genuine node can be represented as

∆S̃vg(t
′
s, t

′
e) = ∆Svg(t

′
s, t

′
e) + ∆ng (8)

where ∆Svg(t
′
s, t

′
e) ≈ Xvg(t

′
s)−Xvg(t

′
e) and ∆ng (following

N (0, σ2
g)) are the difference of measurement errors at the

genuine node.

3) Correlation coefficient: Assume the time interval be-

tween the data frame and its corresponding pairing frame

is small. For example, the time interval between a DATA

and its ACK frame is about 0.47ms assuming the DATA

frame size is 512 bytes and transmission rate is 12Mbps in

802.11g networks. That is, t′s − ts and t′e − te should be very

small, and the channel reciprocity should hold well during

the exchange of the data frame and pairing frame. Assuming

the correlation coefficient between Xgv(ts) and Xvg(t
′
s) and

between Xgv(te) and Xvg(t
′
e) is ρgv , we can derive that the

correlation coefficient between ∆S̃gv(ts, te) and ∆S̃vg(t
′
s, t

′
e)

is

ρ̃gv =
ρgv

√

(1 + σ2
v/σ2

X)(1 + σ2
g/σ2

X)
(9)

Please refer to Appendix A for the derivation.

Eq. (9) basically indicates that the correlation coefficient

between the measured RSS variations is degraded by the

errors. If the error σ2
v or σ2

g increases, ρ̃gv decreases. The

degradation degree depends on the ratios of σ2
v/σ2

X and

σ2
g/σ2

X . When the ratio is larger, ρ̃gv deviates more from ρgv.

ρ̃gv approaches ρgv when the errors approach zero.

C. RSS Variation Correlation under Attack

1) RSS variation at attacker: Assuming the attacker eaves-

drops all the frames, no matter what attacking pattern is, the

RSS variations observed at the attacker is

∆S̃va(t′s, t
′
e) = ∆Sva(t′s, t

′
e) + ∆na (10)

where ∆Sva(t′s, t
′
e) = Sva(t′s)− Sva(t′e) and ∆na (following

N (0, σ2
v)) is the measurement error difference at the attacker.

The frame received/overheard by the attacker at time t′s and

t′e can be the pairing frame destined to the attacker/genuine

node. Similar to the discussion in Section V-B, ∆Sva(t′s, t
′
e)

should follow N (0, 2σ2
X) assuming the shadowing fading

of the eavesdropping channel has the same statistics as the

genuine channel.

2) RSS variation at victim: There are four situations when

computing the RSS variations at the victim node:

• Situation A: Sav(ts) − Sav(te), both frames come from

the attacker

• Situation B: Sgv(ts) − Sgv(te), both frames come from

the genuine node

• Situation C: Sav(ts)−Sgv(te), former frame comes from

the attacker, and the latter frame comes from the genuine

node

• Situation D: Sgv(ts)−Sav(te), former frame comes from

the genuine node, and the latter frame comes from the

attacker

In the following discussion, for simplicity, we will denote

∆Sva(t′s, t
′
e) as ∆Sa, and the RSS variation observed at

the victim node as ∆Sv. The corresponding measured RSS

variations with errors are ∆S̃a and ∆S̃v .

3) Correlation coefficient under different situations:

Situation A: Same as the analysis in the genuine channel, the

correlation coefficient of ∆S̃v and ∆S̃a under situation A is

ρ̃A =
ρav

√

(1 + σ2
v/σ2

X)(1 + σ2
a/σ2

X)
(11)

where ρav is the correlation coefficient between the attacking

channel and eavesdropping channel.

Situation B: The victim node measured RSS variation can

be expressed by Eq. (7).

ρ̃B =
ρag

√

(1 + σ2
v/σ2

X)(1 + σ2
a/σ2

X)
(12)

where ρag is the correlation coefficient between the eaves-

dropping channel and forward genuine channel. Generally, ρag

should be around zero according to the location decorrelation

property of the wireless channel.

Situation C: In situation C, since the attacker and the

genuine node is physically close, we have

∆Sv ≈ Xav(ts) − Xgv(te) (13)

We can derive that

ρ̃C =
ρav + ρag

2
√

(1 + σ2
v/σ2

X)(1 + σ2
a/σ2

X)
(14)

Situation D: Situation D is symmetric to situation C, so

ρ̂D = ρ̂C .

Similar to Eq. (9), Eqs. (11), (12) and Eq. (14) indicate the

effect of channel fading (σX ) and measurement errors (σv and

σa) on the correlation coefficient.

D. Performance Evaluation

From the above analysis, we know that when there is no

attack, the correlation coefficient between each pair of RSS

variations should follow Eq. (9). While when there is an attack,

the correlation coefficient between a pair of RSS variations

should follow either Eq. (11), Eq. (12), or Eq. (14).

Under attacking pattern “After”/“Before”, the RSS varia-

tions observed by the victim node should be either situation

A or B. There might be one RSS variation of situation C

or D. If the number of attacking packets is larger than the

genuine packets, in one variation list, the variations of situation

A should be more than that of situation B, and vice versa.

Intuitively, the sampled correlation coefficient would be close

to Eq. (11) or Eq. (12) depending on the ratio of the attacking

packets to the genuine packets (attacking intensity). When the

ratio is higher, it would be harder to detect the attack.

Under “Interleaved” attacking pattern, in one constructed

variation list, an RSS variation observed by the victim node

can be any of the four situations.

Next, we will show the impact of measurement error and

reciprocity on the performance of RCVI. We will discuss the

impact of other factors, such as attack intensity, variation list

length N , number of constructions K in Section VII.
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In the simulation, we assume 1,000 pairs of RSS lists

with length (N + 1)K . According to the distributions and

correlations between the variations under attack and no attack,

we generate K variation lists with length N for each pair of

list. We then compute the mean correlation coefficients and

compute the false alarm rate and detection rate. Since we have

found that the performance of RCVI are nearly the same under

different attacking patterns, we will only show the “After”

case.

1) Impact of measurement error ratio: From Eqs. (9), (11),

(12), and (14), we know that the measurement error would

degrade the correlation coefficient, which in turn would affect

the detection performance. Assume σa = σg = σv , and denote

them as σn. We call γ = σ2
n/σ2

X as the measurement error

ratio. Intuitively, larger measurement error ratio would degrade

the performance. Fig. 2(a) confirms this intuition. The settings

are N = 50, K = 5, σX = 3, ρgv = ρav = 0.8, and
ρag = 0.1. The number of attacking packets is equal to the

genuine packets. We can see that even when the measurement

error ratio is one, we can still achieve good performance (90%

detection rate with 5% false alarm rate). We find that, when

N or K increases, we can improve the performance. We will

show this relationship with empirical analysis in Section VII.

2) Impact of Reciprocity: RCVI is based on the assumption

of the reciprocity, which is measured by the correlation coeffi-

cient. When the correlation coefficient in the genuine channel

decreases, the performance will be degraded. Fig. 2(b) shows

that when ρgv increases the detection performance improves.

Under our simulation settings, when ρgv is larger than 0.7, we

can achieve desirable performance.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In order to verify the effectiveness of the RCVI scheme,

we carried out extensive mobile experiments in real indoor

and outdoor environments. We test the applicability of RCVI

under different mobile scenarios and attacking patterns. The

three parties are Dell E5400 laptops, which use Intel iwl5300

chipset and iwlwifi driver. All experiments run 802.11g and

operate on channel one in the 2.4GHz frequency. We fix the

transmission rate at 12Mbps and transmission power at 15dbm.

The genuine node and the attacker generate CBR UDP traffic

to the victim node using Ping. The Ping packet size is set as

512 bytes and the Ping request interval is set as 10ms. We

use the Ping request and ACK frames to emulate the data

and pairing frames in our model. We turn off the antenna

diversity function in the driver, so that the DATA and ACK

can be transmitted between the same antenna pair. All three

parties have one virtual interface configured as monitor mode

to overhear all the packets in the channel one and log all the

overheard traffic. Tcpdump 4.0.0 [23] are used to log the frame

RSS. Each experiment runs for 5 minutes. Interference exists

in the experiments due to nearby campus 802.11 access points

and clients operating on the same channel. The RSS output by

the driver are integers in the range [-92, -20]dbm.

We conducted the experiment in both indoor and outdoor

environments. The indoor experiment is carried out on the

second floor in a campus building illustrated in Fig. 3. The
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Fig. 2. Theoretical performance of RCVI
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Fig. 3. Indoor experimental environment

victim node is fixed in a room, and the genuine node and

attacker are walking in the hallway. The outdoor environment

is an open lawn. The mobile nodes walk around the victim

node within 150 feet. We consider two mobile scenarios: ran-

dom and shadowing. In random mobile scenario, the genuine

node and the attacker randomly walk around. In the shadowing

scenario, the attacker shadows the genuine node within 0.5m,

which allows us to work with the worst case where the attacker

has the most similar location (and received signal strength) as

the genuine node.
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Pairing DATA and ACK: We first pair the DATA (Ping

request) received by the victim node with the corresponding

ACK received by the genuine node. Since the ACK has no

sequence number, in order to pair a Ping request with its

corresponding ACK, we mixed the records of the sent Ping

request, received ACK, and received Ping reply at the genuine

node. Then we sorted these records according to time. If

there is a Ping request successfully delivered, we will see

three consecutive records representing Ping request, ACK,

and Ping reply in the sorted records with the Ping request

and reply having the same sequence number. Then we match

the ACK with the corresponding Ping request received at the

victim node. Using the same method, we pair the DATA-ACK

between the victim node and the attacker. At the attacker, we

also pair the overheard ACK with the Ping request sent from

the genuine node to the victim node.

We then generate the RSS variation lists at both genuine and

victim nodes using the RSS of the paired DATA-ACK, which

serves as the genuine data. For attacks, we mix the RSS of

the received and overheard ACK as the attacker’s report, and

use the RSS of the corresponding mixed DATA as the victim

node’s records.

We tried different tl and tg for different scenarios and

environment. We found that setting tl = tg as 60ms and

160ms makes each RSS variation independent for the indoor

and outdoor environments. We fix these parameters in the

evaluation.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Table I summarizes the measured correlation coefficient

between the forward (g → v) and backward (v → g) genuine
channels (ρgv), between the forward (a → v) and backward

(v → a) attacking channels (ρav), and eavesdropping (v → a)
and forward genuine (g → v) channels. The standard devia-

tions of ∆Sgv , ∆Svg and the attacker overheard RSS variation

∆Sag are also summarized. We found that the reciprocity

between g → v and v → g, and between a → v and

v → a hold well with correlation around 0.7 or above. While

the eavesdropping channel has very low correlation with the

forward genuine channel. The overheard RSS variations by

the attacker are nearly uncorrelated with that observed by the

victim node.

We also verify that all the RSS variations follow Gaussian

distributions. Fig. 4 shows the distribution and scatter graph of

the RSS variations in the genuine channel and eavesdropping

channels under indoor shadowing scenario. We can clearly

see the correlation of the bi-directional genuine channels

(Fig. 4(a)), and the un-correlation between the genuine channel

and the eavesdropping channel (Fig. 4(b)).

We analyze the performance of RCVI under different

lengths of variation list, number of constructions, frame inter-

vals, and attacking intensities. Fig. 5 shows the ROC varying

different parameters under the indoor shadowing scenario.

A. Impact of list lengths

We divide the RSS traces into consecutive blocks with equal

durations of 3s, 6s, and 12s, which yield different lengths of

ρgv ρav ρag σ∆gv σ∆vg σ∆ag

Indoor
shadowing 0.69 0.72 0.15 3.55 3.00 3.66

random 0.67 0.69 0.15 3.49 2.83 3.53

Outdoor
shadowing 0.81 0.63 -0.07 3.28 2.91 5.24

random 0.74 0.67 0.02 3.01 2.78 4.70

TABLE I

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE RSS

VARIATIONS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS AND SCENARIOS.
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Fig. 4. Distribution and scatter graph of RSS variations in the genuine and

eavesdropping channels under indoor shadowing scenario

variation list such as 25, 50, and 100, respectively. For each

block, we generate 10 variation lists according to Algorithm 2.

The attacking intensity r is 1, that is the number of attacking

frames is equal to the genuine frames in each tested block.

Fig. 5(a) shows the empirical ROC. We can see that with list

lengths increased, the detection performance improves. Even

when we only use a very short list length (N = 25), we can

still achieve around 90% detection rate with 10% false alarm

rate. When the list length is 100, we can almost surely detect

the attack without false alarm. It also shows that RCVI can

detect the IBA under different attacking patterns, and achieve

similar performance. Note that it only cost 12s to achieve a

desirable detection performance, where the existing solution

DEMOTE need about 150 seconds to achieve a comparable

performance.

B. Impact of number of constructions

Fig. 5(b) shows that when the construction number in-

creases, the detection performance improves. The performance

gain decreases when we increase the construction number.

When K reaches 10, we can get desirable detection perfor-

mance (about 98% detection rate with 5% false alarm rate).

C. Impact of frame intervals

Fig. 5(c) shows the performance under frame intervals of

10ms, 30ms, and 60ms. The list length N is fixed at 50, and

construction number K = 10. Since the performance shows

similar trend under the two attacking patterns, we only show

the performance for the attacking pattern “After”.

We can see that when the frame interval becomes larger, the

performance degrades. The intuition behind this observation is

that under the same list length and tl and tg, the constructed

variation list would be more similar for larger frame interval.

For example, when the frame interval is 60ms, which is equal

to tl and tg , after shifting the start index at 3, we will get
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Fig. 5. Empirical performance of RCVI under different parameters in the indoor shadowing scenario

Indoor Outdoor

shadowing random shadowing random

β 99% 92% 88% 79%

ρth 0.52 0.49 0.43 0.44

TABLE II

ρth AND β WITH 5% FALSE ALARM RATES, N = 50, K = 10, r = 1,

“AFTER”

a variation list which repeats N − 1 elements of the first

constructed one. So the sample correlation coefficients might

be very similar under these two constructions. In this case the

newly constructed variation list might not contribute much for

the strength of the detection. While when the frame interval

is smaller, it is more likely to construct uncorrelated variation

lists, although there would be unavoidable correlation between

the variation in each construction due to temporal correlation

of the RSS.

D. Impact of attacking intensities

Attacking intensity is an important factor that affects the

detection performance. Intuitively, when the intensity is higher,

it is harder to detect the attack, since the majority of the RSS

reported by the attacker would be highly correlated with the

victim node’s.

Fig. 5(d) shows the ROC under different attacking intensi-

ties under attacking pattern “Interleaved”. The packet interval

is 10ms, N = 50, and K = 10. It shows that the performance

degrades when the attacking intensity increases. However,

even with r = 2, RCVI can still detect the attack with good

performance (e.g. about 85% detection rate with false alarm

rate of 5% and 90% detection rate with false alarm rate of

10%.) We observe similar trend for the other two attacking

patterns. Note that, given an attacking intensity (r), we can

always use more data to improve the detection performance.

But more data indicates higher detection delay, which is a

common trade-off in the existing detection schemes [21].

E. ρth and detection rate

We summarize the detection rate and the corresponding

threshold (ρth) when achieving 5% false alarm rate under the

“After” attacking pattern in Tabel II. We have similar results

under other attacking patterns. We can see that the detection

rate of outdoor scenario is lower than the indoor scenario using

the same parameters. The reason is that the outdoor channel

has lower variations and longer channel coherence time than
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Fig. 6. Histogram of ρ̂ under indoor shadowing, N = 50, K = 10, r = 1

the indoor channel. So we need longer variation lists to achieve

comparable performance as the indoor case. The histogram

of ρ̂ of indoor shadowing case under attack and no attack

is shown in Fig. 6. We can see that ρ̂ centered around 0.7

under no attack and 0.3 under attack. There are little overlaps

between the two distribution, which indicates the feasibility of

RCVI.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Overheads: RCVI requires the sender to send the RSS

information, which is considered as an overhead. However,

this overheard is very small. For example, if the packet interval

is 10ms, in the tested indoor scenario, in order to construct an

RSS variation list of length 50, we need 600 bytes assuming

each RSS valued is represented by a byte. This 600-byte RSS

records can be included in one packet. Even when we need

longer RSS records (e.g. 1600 bytes in the tested outdoor case

when N = 50, K = 10), one or two packets are enough to

carry all of them to achieve a desirable detection performance.

MAC Retransmissions: An unacknowledged DATA frame

(due to loss or corruption of DATA or ACK) will cause

retransmission. By using the frame sequence number of the

802.11 frame as a marker, we can always pair the DATA and

ACK frames properly (which, in turn, will generate a proper

variation list at both genuine and victim nodes). If the victim

node receives multiple retransmitted DATA frames (having

the same sequence number), it can use the RSS of the latest

one. So our scheme can be extended to unreliable DATA or

ACK cases in 802.11 networks. Actually, the ACK frame has

very high reliability above 99.5% as we computed from our

empirical data.

Antenna Diversity: Off-the-shelf 802.11 devices are usually

equipped with multiple antennas to exploit spatial diversity.
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The device will switch its transmit or receive antenna accord-

ing to the received signal quality. Diversity needs to be taken

into account when creating the variation list so the transmitter-

receiver antenna pairs are not mixed together to produce

inconsistent results. At each genuine and victim node side,

the two RSS records used to generate a variation list should

be measured from the same channel (i.e. same transmitter-

receiver antenna pair).

Unprotected ACK Frames: If the ACK frame is used as the

pairing frame, the genuine user should make sure that it is sent

from the victim node. An attacker can try to generate ACKs

for any DATA frames it overhears to confuse the genuine user

in recording the wrong channel variation, which raises the

false alarms. However, this attack is not easy to be successful

because when the victim node receives the DATA, it will

instantly send back an ACK to to the genuine node. The

attacker’s ACK may collide with the victim node’s ACK, so

the genuine node will not record the corresponding RSS but

considers the ACK is lost.

IX. CONCLUSION

We proposed RCVI, an identity-based attack detection

technique for mobile wireless networks. RCVI exploits the

RSS variations naturally introduced by mobility. We evaluated

RCVI through theoretical analysis considering measurement

errors, and validated its feasibility through experiments using

off-the-shelf 802.11 devices under different attacking patterns

in indoor and outdoor mobile scenarios. Experimental results

show that RCVI can achieve desirable performance under the

tested scenarios. RCVI allows the user to tune the parameters

to achieve strong security strengths (nearly 100% detection

rate without false alarm) but introducing negligible overhead.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EQ. (9)

For simplicity, we use X1 and X2 to represent Xgv(ts)
and Xgv(te), X ′

1 and X ′
2 to represent Xvg(t

′
s) and Xvg(t

′
e),

and X3 and X4 to represent ∆nv and ∆ng , respectively.

According to the assumption, X1/X
′
1, X2/X

′
2, X3 and X4

are all independent to each other. They all follow Gaussian

distributions with zero means. Therefore, X1 − X2 + X3

and X ′
1 − X ′

2 + X4 should follow N (0, 2(σ2
X + σ2

v)) and

N (0, 2(σ2
X + σ2

g)), respectively. According to the reciprocity,

the correlation coefficients between X1 and X ′
1 as well as X2

and X ′
2 are both ρgv .

ρ̃gv =
E[(X1−X2+X3)(X′

1
−X′

2
+X4)]√

2(σ2

X
+σ2

v)
√

2(σ2

X
+σ2

g)
=

E[X1X′

1
]+E[X2X′

2
]√

2(σ2

X
+σ2

v)
√

2(σ2

X
+σ2

g)

=
ρgvσ2

X+ρgvσ2

X√
2(σ2

X
+σ2

v)
√

2(σ2

X
+σ2

g)
=

ρgv√
(1+σ2

v/σ2

X
)(1+σ2

g/σ2

X
)
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